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Mores definition is - the fixed morally binding customs of a particular group. How to use mores in a sentence.
Mores | Definition of Mores by Merriam-Webster
Mores (/ ˈmɔːreɪz / sometimes / ˈmɔːriːz /; from Latin mōrēs, [ˈmoːreːs], plural form of singular mōs, meaning 'manner, custom, usage, or habit') are social norms that are widely observed within a particular society or culture. Mores determine what is considered morally acceptable or unacceptable within any given culture.
Mores - Wikipedia
plural noun Sociology. folkways of central importance accepted without question and embodying the fundamental moral views of a group.
Mores | Definition of Mores at Dictionary.com
mores, anomie - Mores is the Latin plural of mor/mos and means "acquired customs and manners"; social and moral conventions are mores, and the lack of these is anomie. See also related terms for social. Farlex Trivia Dictionary. © 2012 Farlex, Inc.
Mores - definition of mores by The Free Dictionary
the traditional customs and ways of behaving that are typical of a particular society: The novel examines the mores of nineteenth-century Boston society. (Definition of mores from the Cambridge Academic Content Dictionary © Cambridge University Press)
MORES | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
Mores are the customs, norms, and behaviors that are acceptable to a society or social group. If your personal morals are in disagreement with local mores, you should be prepared to be annoyed every time you read the local Letters to the Editor. Mores and morals have similar meanings — mores are the morals of a group or society itself.
mores - Dictionary Definition : Vocabulary.com
Philosophers do not wholly detach themselves from the mores of their race. There are three things at least, as regards our mores that cannot be accomplished. Nothing can ever change them but the unconscious and imperceptible movement of the mores. No less remarkable than the persistency of the mores is their changeableness and variation.
Mores Synonyms, Mores Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
The term " mores " refers to the norms set by society, largely for behavior and appearance. Individuals who do not follow social mores are often considered social deviants. Social Mores You May Be Familiar With Mores are often dictated by a society's values, ethics, and sometimes religious influences.
Mores Examples: Common Cultural Expectations
Mores are more strict than folkways, as they determine what is considered moral and ethical behavior; they structure the difference between right and wrong. People feel strongly about mores, and violating them typically results in disapproval or ostracizing.
Folkways, Mores, Taboos, and Laws
The Moors were the Muslim inhabitants of the Maghreb, the Iberian Peninsula, Sicily, and Malta during the Middle Ages. The Moors initially were the indigenous Maghrebine Berbers. The name was later also applied to Arabs.
Moors - Wikipedia
How to pronounce mores. How to say mores. Listen to the audio pronunciation in the Cambridge English Dictionary. Learn more.
How to pronounce MORES in English - Cambridge Dictionary
Create beautiful school newsletters, updates, and announcements. Smore makes it easy to stay connected. But don’t just take it from us.
Beautiful and easy to use newsletters | Smore
mores, anomie- Mores is the Latin plural of mor/mos and means "acquired customs and manners"; social and moral conventions are mores, and the lack of these is anomie. See also related terms for social. Farlex Trivia Dictionary. © 2012 Farlex, Inc.
Morés - definition of Morés by The Free Dictionary
Summer is PRIME s'mores time, but with these cakes, brownies, cookies, cupcakes, and, yes, actual s'mores, you'll be making s'mores desserts all year long.
60+ Best S'mores Recipes - Ideas for Smores Desserts
Mores are moral standards that determine right and wrong; they are not social standards or folkways and the repercussions for breaking mores can be severe such as legal sanctions or even death. Mores change depending on the culture, group, or society, and are the basis of some laws.
mores definition | Open Education Sociology Dictionary
plural noun The mores of a particular place or group of people are the customs and behaviour that are typically found in that place or group.
Mores definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
If you're down for s'mores anytime, anywhere, you'll be glad to know you don't need a campfire to enjoy the classic summer flavor trifecta of graham crackers, chocolate, and marshmallow. Here are 21 decadent ways you can enjoy s'mores all summer — without the pesky wood smoke and mosquito bites. 1 of 21 Coffee Ice Cream Fudge Cake
20+ S'mores Desserts for a Sweet Summer | Allrecipes
Synonyms of mores personal conduct or behavior as evaluated by an accepted standard of appropriateness for a social or professional setting the mores of academic life as opposed to those of the business world
Mores Synonyms | Merriam-Webster Thesaurus
Alternative forms []. moeurs; Etymology 1 []. From Latin mōrēs (“ ways, character, morals ”), the plural of mōs.. Pronunciation []. IPA (): /ˈmɔː.ɹeɪz/; Noun []. mores pl (plural only) . A set of moral norms or customs derived from generally accepted practices rather than written laws.. 1970, Alvin Toffler, Future Shock, Bantam Books, page 99: All of us seem to need some totalistic ...
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